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SECTION 1.0

Executive Summary
ESA compiled this Executive Summary using excerpts from the Phase I Environmental Site
Assessment report that follows. This Executive Summary may not provide all the information
necessary to fully characterize the site and gain an understanding of the issues nor does it
detail the Phase I assessment and its findings. ESA does not recommend sole reliance on this
Executive Summary.
This Phase I Environmental Site Assessment was conducted on behalf of Fehr & Peers and
Contra Costa County Department of Conservation & Development for the Marsh Creek Corridor
project located along Marsh Creek Road between Clayton and the Round Valley Regional
Preserve in Contra Costa County, California (see Figure 1, Project Site). This assessment was
conducted in general accordance with guidance from the American Society of Testing and
Materials (ASTM) Standard Practice for Environmental Site Assessments: Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment Process (ASTM E1527-13), and in accordance with Fehr &
Peers’ Subconsultant Agreement with ESA effective February 28, 2019, and subsequent
discussions with Fehr & Peers and the County. This Phase I Environmental Site Assessment was
conducted to identify Recognized Environmental Conditions (RECs), Historical Recognized
Environmental Conditions (HRECs), or Controlled Recognized Environmental Conditions
(CRECs) on the parcels. The following conditions were identified:


The Marsh Creek Corridor is occupied by rural residences, ranches and farms, open space
and state and regional parks. Small, denser areas of suburban residences are present at the
far western end of the corridor south of Marsh Road, and along the north side of Marsh
Creek Road about 3½ miles from the eastern end of the corridor. Two subsurface crude oil
pipelines are present along the north side of Marsh Creek Road along the western half of
the corridor, where the pipelines then cross under Marsh Creek Road and continue to the
south. A Contra Costa Water District subsurface water pipeline is present in various
locations along both sides of the road. If the trail alignment is proposed to cross the
pipelines, the pipeline owners will need to be notified and consulted to acquire their
authorization. One set of high power transmission lines and towers cuts north-northwest to
south-southeast across the western portion of the corridor. No industrial facilities or sites
are present. There were no observations of discolored soil, water, or stressed vegetation
due to chemical spills, above or underground storage tanks, pits, ponds, or lagoons.
Minor debris and occasional trash were observed but are considered a de minimus
condition because the materials can be recycled or disposed of at any Class III nonhazardous waste landfill as non-hazardous waste.
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Some portions of the corridor are on public property (e.g., Mt. Diablo State Park) and
were entered at various locations for direct inspection. Some portions of the corridor are
on private properties, which were not entered. The private properties were observed from
the property lines, which provided sufficient information to identify RECs, with one
exception. The property at 8990 Marsh Creek Road across the road from the southeast
corner of Rodie’s Feed & Pet Supply was observed to have landscaping equipment and
supplies, assumed to include fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, fuels, and lubricating oils.
The property appeared to have poor housekeeping as materials were on the bare ground
and not secured in sheds or within secondary containment. No spills, stained soil, or
stressed vegetation were observed from the fence line, but it is unknown whether spills
have occurred on this property. Although this property does not rise to the level of a REC
(no spills or stressed vegetation were observed), it should be considered a business
environmental risk if the proposed trail crosses this property. If the trail alignment is to
cross this property, soil should be sampled and analyzed for fertilizers, pesticides,
herbicides, fuels, and lubricating oils.



The regulatory records search identified several sites that use or previously used
hazardous materials. None of the listed sites are active hazardous materials spill sites and
therefore are not expected to affect the proposed project.

In summary, no RECs, HRECs, or CRECs were observed relative to hazardous materials,
hazardous waste, or chemical use, storage, or disposal. One business environmental concern
was identified at the 8990 Marsh Creek Road property due to poor housekeeping of
landscaping materials and supplies. If the trail is to cross this property, we recommend that
soil be sampled and analyzed for fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides fuels, and lubricating oils.
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Figure 1 Project Site
[11 x 17 landscape]
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SECTION 2.0

Introduction
2.1 Purpose, Standards, and Definitions
Fehr & Peers and the County retained Environmental Science Associates (ESA) to conduct a
Phase I Environmental Site Assessment for the Marsh Creek Corridor located along Marsh Creek
Road between the eastern edge of Clayton and the Round Valley Regional Preserve in Contra
Costa County, California (see Figure 1, Project Site).
This Phase I assessment was conducted in general accordance with the American Society of
Testing Materials (ASTM) Standard Practice for Environmental Site Assessments: Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment Process (ASTM E1527-13) and the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (US EPA) Final Rule regarding Standards and Practices for All Appropriate
Inquiries as published in the Federal Register on November 1, 2005 (70 FR 66070) and codified
at 40 CFR Part 312 (AAI Rule). The US EPA has stated that the newly revised ASTM E1527-13
is consistent with the AAI rule (78 FR 79319, December 30, 2013). Specifically, this final rule
amends the AAI Rule at 40 CFR Part 312 to reference ASTM E1527-13 and make clear that
persons conducting all appropriate inquiries may use the procedures included in this standard to
comply with the AAI Rule.
The purpose of this Phase I assessment is to enable the parties relying on it to satisfy one or more of
the requirements for the innocent landholder defense to liability under the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) and to evaluate the
potential for Recognized Environmental Conditions (RECs) at the Project site. Three types of
RECs are defined by the ASTM E1527-13, as listed below. The term Recognized Environmental
Conditions (REC) means:
“The presence or likely presence of any hazardous substances or petroleum products in, on,
or at a property: (1) due to any release to the environment; (2) under conditions indicative
of a release to the environment; or (3) under conditions that pose a material threat of a
future release to the environment.”
In addition, the updated ASTM E1527-13 defined the two additional categories cited below.
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The term Historical Recognized Environmental Conditions (HREC) means:
“A past release of any hazardous substances or petroleum products that has occurred in
connection with the property and has been addressed to the satisfaction of the applicable
regulatory authority or meeting unrestricted use criteria established by a regulatory
authority, without subjecting the property to any required controls (for example, property
use restrictions, activity and use limitations, institutional controls, or engineering controls).
Before calling the past release a historical recognized environmental condition, the
environmental professional must determine whether the past release is a recognized
environmental condition at the time the Phase I Environmental Site Assessment is
conducted (for example, if there has been a change in the regulatory criteria). If the EP
considers the past release to be a recognized environmental condition at the time the
Phase I Environmental Site Assessment is conducted, the condition shall be included in the
conclusions section of the report as a recognized environmental condition.”
For a past REC to be considered an HREC it must:


Have already been remediated (or meet current standards without remediation);



Not require use restrictions or engineering controls (e.g., cap, sub-slab depressurization
system, etc.); and



Meet current standards.

If the REC has use restrictions or engineering controls (e.g., cap, sub-slab depressurization
system, etc.), then the REC may be designated as a Controlled Recognized Environmental
Condition (CREC), as defined below. Unlike HRECs, a CREC will be listed in the conclusions
section of the Phase I assessment, along with other RECs. The purpose of this new category is to
bring continuing obligations such as use restrictions, maintenance requirements, reporting
requirements, etc. to the forefront. The term (CREC) means:
“A recognized environmental condition resulting from a past release of hazardous
substances or petroleum products that has been addressed to the satisfaction of the
applicable regulatory authority (for example, as evidenced by the issuance of a no further
action letter or equivalent, or meeting risk-based criteria established by regulatory
authority), with hazardous substances or petroleum products allowed to remain in place
subject to the implementation of required controls (for example, property use restrictions,
activity and use limitations, institutional controls, or engineering controls). A condition
considered by the environmental professional to be a controlled recognized environmental
condition shall be listed in the findings section of the Phase I Environmental Site
Assessment report, and as a recognized environmental condition in the conclusions section
of the Phase I Environmental Site Assessment report.”
RECs, HRECs, and CRECs are not intended to include de minimis conditions that generally do
not present a material risk of harm to public health or the environment and that generally would
not be the subject of an enforcement action if brought to the attention of appropriate
governmental agencies. In addition, business environmental conditions (e.g., subsurface crude oil
pipelines) are noted but not considered RECs, HRECs, or CRECs.
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The ASTM Standard practice also defines a “business environmental risk” as a risk that can have
a material environmental impact on the planned use of a property.

2.2 Scope of Services
The following sections describe ESA’s work scope:
Section 2, Introduction, includes a discussion of the purpose for performing the Phase I
assessment; the standards and definitions used for the Phase I assessment; and the significant
assumptions and limitations.
Section 3, Site Description, compiles information concerning the location, legal description,
current and proposed use, a description of any structures and improvements at the time of ESA’s
assessment, and adjoining property uses for the corridor.
Section 4, Records Review, includes ESA’s review of various databases available from the
federal, state, and local regulatory agencies regarding hazardous materials use, storage, or
disposal within or near the corridor. Copies of relevant documents are included in the appendices
of this report. Physical setting sources such as topography, soil, and groundwater conditions
are described.
Section 5, Site Reconnaissance, describes ESA’s observations during reconnaissance of the
project corridor. The methodology used and limiting conditions are described.
Section 6, User Provided Information, documents the interview conducted with the County
project manager.
Section 7, Findings and Opinions, presents ESA’s findings and professional opinions regarding
the information contained in this report. It provides ESA’s conclusions regarding the presence of
RECs connected with the project and data gaps, if any, that could affect the recognition of RECs.
Section 8, Report Authors and Qualifications, provides the signatures and qualifications of the
report authors.
Section 9, References, is a summary of the resources used to compile this report that are in
addition to the information provided in the appendices.
The appendices contain certain pertinent documentation regarding the project. Appendices A and
B contain the regulatory agency database search results report and historical topographic maps.
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2.3 Limitations and Exceptions
No environmental site assessment can wholly eliminate uncertainty regarding the potential for
RECs, HRECs, and CRECs in connection with a property. Conformance of this Phase I
assessment with ASTM E1527-13 reduces, but does not eliminate, uncertainty regarding the
potential for RECs, HRECs, and CRECs in connection with the subject property. While ESA has
made every effort to discover and interpret available historical and current information on the
properties within the time available, some potential always remains for undiscovered
contamination to be present. ESA’s report is a best-efforts collection and interpretation of
available information, and cannot be considered wholly conclusive. This report and the associated
work were provided in accordance with the principles and practices generally employed by the
local environmental consulting profession. This is in lieu of all warranties, expressed or implied.
No other warranty is expressed or implied. ASTM E1527-13 is included in this report
by reference.
This Phase I assessment is based primarily on historical research, a database review, and a site
reconnaissance of accessible areas. This Phase I assessment does not include “non-scope issues”
as specified by ASTM E1527-13, such as surveys for the presence of the following items on or in
the vicinity of the subject property: asbestos-containing materials (ACMs), poly-chlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs), radon, indoor air quality, lead-based paint analysis, lead in drinking water,
industrial hygiene, health and safety, regulatory compliance, and high voltage lines.
The conclusions presented are professional opinions based solely upon indicated data described in
this report, visual site and vicinity observations, and the interpretation of the available historical
information and documents reviewed, as described in this report. Unless ESA has actual
knowledge to the contrary, information obtained from interviews or provided to ESA is assumed
to be correct and complete. ESA does not assume any liability for information that was
misrepresented to ESA by others or for items not visible, accessible, or present on the parcels
during the time of the site reconnaissance. The conclusions are intended exclusively for the
purpose outlined herein and the site location and project indicated. Any use or reuse of this
document or the findings, conclusions, or recommendations presented herein is at the sole risk of
the user.
Opinions and recommendations presented herein apply to the site conditions existing at the time
of this Phase I assessment and cannot necessarily apply to site changes of which ESA is not
aware and has not had the opportunity to evaluate. Changes in the conditions of the parcels may
occur with time due to natural processes or the works of persons on the property or adjacent
properties. Changes in applicable standards may also occur as a result of legislation or the
broadening of knowledge. Accordingly, the findings of this report may be invalidated, wholly or
in part, by changes beyond ESA’s control. Opinions and judgments expressed herein are based on
ESA’s understanding and interpretation of current regulatory standards, and should not be
construed as legal opinions.
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Site Description
3.1 General Setting and Location
The Marsh Creek Corridor is located along about 12½ miles of Marsh Creek Road between the
eastern edge of Clayton and Round Valley Regional Preserve in central Contra Costa County,
within the foothills and mountains of the Coast Ranges in California. Much of the corridor is
along the northern flank of Mt. Diablo. Figure 1 shows the corridor location, along with inset
blocks identifying the extent of more detailed maps shown on Figures 2 through 9. The regional
area is comprised of hilly to rugged terrain. The corridor consists of rural residences, ranches and
farms, open space, Mt. Diablo State Park, and Round Valley Regional Preserve. Small, denser areas
of suburban residences are present at the far western end of the corridor south of Marsh Road, and
along the north side of Marsh Road about 3½ miles from the eastern end of the corridor.
County zoning from https://koordinates.com/layer/96362-contra-costa-county-california-zoning/
indicates the corridor includes the following zones:






A-2 = General Agricultural 5 Acre Minimum Parcel Size
A-3 = Heavy Agricultural 10 Acre Minimum Parcel Size (e.g., olive farm)
A-4 = General Agricultural 10 Acre Prime Minimum Parcel Size
F-R = Forestry Recreational 0.5 Acre Minimum Lot Size
T-1 = Mobile Home/Manufactured Home Park (Clayton Palms Residential Community)

City of Clayton zoning from: https://ci.clayton.ca.us/fc/community-development/planning/zoningmap-january-2017.pdf indicates the corridor includes the following zones:




R-10 = Residential District, 10,000 square foot minimum lot size
PF = Public Facility
PD = Planned Development

3.2 Current and Proposed Land Uses
The corridor currently includes mostly rural residences, ranches and farms, open space, and parks,
with two small, denser areas of residential parcels. The proposed project would construct a public
trail from the eastern edge of the City of Clayton to the Round Valley Regional Preserve.
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Figure 2 Project Site – Far West
[11 x 17 landscape]

3.0 Site Description

Figure 3 Project Site – West
[11 x 17 landscape]

3.0 Site Description

Figure 4 Project Site – Center West
[11 x 17 landscape]

3.0 Site Description

Figure 5 Project Site – Center East
[11 x 17 landscape]

3.0 Site Description

Figure 6 Project Site – East
[11 x 17 landscape]

3.0 Site Description

Figure 7 Project Site – Far East
[11 x 17 landscape]

SECTION 4.0

Records Review
The purpose of the records review is to obtain and examine records that could help to evaluate
potential RECs, HRECs, and CRECs in connection with the Marsh Creek Corridor. This section
documents the database records search, the evaluation of other records, summarizes information
provided by the property owners, and describes the physical setting of the parcel.

4.1 Standard Environmental Record Sources
Federal, state, and local regulatory agencies publish databases of businesses and properties that
handle hazardous materials or hazardous waste, including those properties with a known release
of hazardous substances to soil and/or groundwater. These databases are available for review
and/or purchase at the regulatory agencies, or the information may be obtained through a
commercial database service. ESA contracted with a commercial database service to perform the
government database search for listings within the appropriate ASTM Standard minimum search
distance (GeoSearch, 2019). A detailed description of the types of information contained in each
of the databases reviewed and the agency responsible for compiling the data is included in the
Radius Report provided as Appendix A, which includes a list of acronyms for the individual
databases in the Executive Summary of the Radius Report.
ESA evaluated the listings with regard to the nature of potential chemicals of concern and the
extent of known releases. In general, reported or potential releases likely to affect a property would
include those located on or within 1/8-mile radius of the corridor. ESA also considered additional
factors such as chemical properties, regional knowledge of the site vicinity, groundwater flow
direction, and available past regulatory documentation as part of the REC evaluation.

4.2 Results of Database Search
The following 16 sites with hazardous materials use or historical releases were listed within the
ASTM-specified search radius in the surrounding area and within 1/8-mile of the corridor
centerline. As discussed below, the activities and history of these sites indicated they would not
have affected the corridor or the proposed project. All information is from the regulatory database
search and the site locations are shown on the maps in the search report in Appendix A
(GeoSearch, 2019). The order of the sites discussed below are presented from west to east.
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Site 15 – This AT&T site is a closed former underground storage tank (UST) site.
However, the site is located at Black Diamond Way, which is northwest and outside of
the project corridor. The mapped location in the Radius Report Appendix A is incorrect.
This site would not be able to affect the project corridor.



Site 11 – Howards Grading at 8695 Marsh Creek Road, identified on Figure 2, is listed
as a transporter of RCRA waste. No violations or spills are recorded for this site,
indicating no environmental effects for the project corridor.



Site 9 – Rodie’s Feed and Garden Supply Store, located on the north side of Marsh
Creek Road as identified on Figure 2, has a 1,000-gallon kerosene UST. No violations or
spills are recorded for this site, indicating no environmental effects for the
project corridor.



Sites 13 and 16 – Schwartz Trucking, located at 9321 Marsh Creek Road and identified
on Figure 2, is listed for one 4,000-gallon diesel UST and one 2,000-gallon gasoline UST
removed in 1986. Soil and groundwater samples were analyzed for fuels. Based on the
analytical results, the Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) issued a no
further action letter dated April 14, 2009, and closed the case. Based on the case closure,
this site is not anticipated to affect the project corridor. Schwartz Trucking is also listed
as a transporter of RCRA waste. No violations or spills are recorded for this site,
indicating no environmental effects for the project corridor.



Site 8 – The Mt. Diablo Mercury Mine is listed as a former mercury mine. The field
reconnaissance observed this site about 0.4 mile south of the project corridor along the
west side of Morgan Territory Road, as identified on Figure 3. U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) mining records indicate the mine was discovered in 1863, mined from 1875 to
1877, briefly in 1930, and last worked in 1953 (USGS, 2005). The waste pond and some
of the diggings are still present. The location is too far south to affect the project corridor.



Site 4 – The Prospect near Sunshine Camp is listed as a former mercury prospect; the
precise location was not indicated. This means that some excavation occurred in this
general area, but the location was never developed as a producing mine, indicating no
environmental effects for the project corridor. The site reconnaissance did not observe
any obvious evidence of this former prospect.



Site 7 – The East Diablo Fire Station 51 was listed for one 1,000-gallon gasoline UST
in 1988. This station was reportedly on the south side of Marsh Creek road just east of
Morgan Territory Road. However, the site reconnaissance did not observe indications of
this site and its precise location is uncertain; this station has apparently been removed.
The regulatory records search indicates the UST and affected soil were removed and the
RWQCB issued a no further action letter dated December 2, 1997. Therefore, this former
station and UST would not be able to affect the project corridor.
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Site 5 – The Sunshine Forest Fire Station, located at 11851 Marsh Creek Road and
identified on Figure 3, is listed for one 1,000-gallon gasoline UST that was removed in
1988. Based on the case closure, this site is not anticipated to affect the project corridor.



Site 1 – The Marsh Creek Bridge Replacement, identified on Figure 4, was listed due
to the use of small reportable quantities of fuel and oil, and for acquiring coverage under
the state Construction General Permit. No violations or spills are recorded for this site,
indicating no environmental effects for the project corridor.



Site 6 – Marsh Creek Ranch, located at 13265 Marsh Creek Road and identified on
Figure 4, had a 1,000-gallon gasoline UST that was removed in 1988. No violations or
spills are recorded for this UST, indicating no environmental effects for the
project corridor.



Site 10 – Unnamed Quarry Location, located about 700 feet east of the intersection of
Marsh Creek Road with Royal Oaks Drive as identified on Figure 4, was a former stone
quarry, located on the north side of Marsh Creek Road. The quarry diggings are still
visible from the road. The overgrown nature of the quarry suggests it is no longer in use.
No equipment or indications of spills were observed, and this former quarry is not
anticipated to have an effect on the project corridor.



Site 3 – The AT&T and Cingular Wireless Station and Marsh Creek Pump Station
(Shell Oil pipeline and possibly Phillips 66 pipeline), are located just south and outside of
the project corridor, as identified on Figure 5. These are maintenance facilities with no
records of spills or violations and would not have an effect on the corridor.



Site 12 – Marsh Creek Road Safety Improvements Project, was a 2015 road
improvement project generally located along Marsh Creek Road along the olive tree
grove identified on Figure 5 but likely for a longer stretch of Marsh Creek Road. The
listing is as a RCRA small quantity generator of waste, likely associated with the use of
fuels, oils, and asphalt for the road improvement project. This listing has no records of
spills or violations and would not have an effect on the project corridor.



Site 14 – John Leech Trucking is located at 16100 Marsh Creek Road and is listed as a
transporter of RCRA waste. This site has no records of spills or violations and would not
have an effect on the corridor. In addition, the location is identified on Figure 5 as just
outside of the project corridor.



Site 2 – The intersection of Marsh Creek Road and Deer Valley Road is shown on
Figure 6. A power pole was knocked down in 1997 and spilled about seven gallons of
transformer oil. The location of the pole is described as “hanging over the Marsh Creek.”
However, the intersection is not close to Marsh Creek and the intersection was apparently
used as a general location. The closest locations of Marsh Creek to the cited intersection
would be either about 1,600 feet east of the intersection on Marsh Creek Road (inside the
project corridor) or about 1,100 feet north of the intersection on Deer Valley Road
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(outside of the project corridor). In either case, the oil was cleaned up. More importantly,
the site reconnaissance observed blue no-PCB stickers on power transformers in the area,
indicating that the oil in power transformers in this area do not contain polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs).
Sites not plotted due to poor or inadequate address information are referred to as “orphan sites.”
The records search identified two orphan listings.


The Chevron Marsh Creek Road-UPRR Crossing site is listed as in Brentwood. The site
reconnaissance did not observe any railroad crossings within the project corridor, so this
site listing is assumed to be outside of the project corridor. Therefore, this site would not
be able to affect the project corridor.



The Chevron McCabe Pump Station was identified as a pump station cleanup site. The
RWQCB GeoTracker was checked and this site is located about two miles east of the
eastern end of the project corridor and would not be able to affect the project corridor.

4.3 Other Records Reviewed
ESA accessed the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) GeoTracker and the
Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) EnviroStor websites to search for other possible
site listings and updated information to the GeoSearch report. The previously discussed AT&T,
Schwartz Trucking, and Sunshine Forest Fire Station sites were listed. No additional sites within
the search distances were identified. The regulatory agency records search also provides historical
aerial photographs; historical topographic maps; fire insurance maps; water, oil, and gas wells;
environmental liens; and city directories for review, as available.

Historical Aerial Photographs.
Historical aerial photographs are available beginning in 1939 and more often since then. A review
of the available aerial photograhs of the corridor area indicates the project corridor has
experienced limited change over the years. The land uses indicated by the aerial photographs
indicate scattered rural residential, ranching, and farming use within mostly open space and
grassland. Consequently, the review of the 1939 (see Figure 8), 1993 (see Figure 9), and 2017
aerial photographs are sufficient to cover the history of the project corridor as discussed below.
The 1939 aerial photograph is provided on Figure 8 and shows the project corridor as mostly
open space with some farming and probably ranching. Marsh Creek Road and Deer Valley Road
are present. The area at the far western end of the corridor along the south side of the road that is
currently a suburban residential area was an orchard in 1939. A few other orchards and fenced off
areas that appear to be pasture were present but much of the area appears to have been
undeveloped open space. The location of the current Clayton Palms Residential Community was
an orchard in 1939, as were several other properties further east along Marsh Creek Road. The
mining activities of Mt. Diablo Mine are visible along the west side of Morgan Territory Road
and south of Marsh Creek Road. The surrounding area is largely undeveloped.
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Figure 8 Project Corridor – 1939
[11 x 17 landscape]
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Figure 9 Project Corridor – 1993
[11 x 17 landscape]
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A closeup view of the Unnamed Quarry identified above in the Results of Database Search on the
1939 aerial photograph shows a rectangular building in the center of the quarry, as shown in the
screen shot below. The building was not observed during the site reconnaisance.

The 1993 aerial photograph is provided as Figure 9 and shows the corridor largely developed in
its current state, which is still lightly developed. Rodie’s Pet and Feed Supply, Clayton Palms
Residential Community, and the Marsh Creek Pump Station are all present. Development within
the City of Clayton is present west of the project corridor but had not yet extended into the
western portion of the project corridor.
The 2017 aerial photograph is provided on Figure 1 and show the project corridor in its current
state of development. Details of the site conditions are described in detail below in Section 5.0,
Site Reconnaisance.

Historical Topographic Maps
Historical topographic maps are available for various prtions of the project corridor for the years
1896, 1898, 1914, 1916, 1940, 1943, 1953, 1954, 1968, 1974, 1978, 1980, 1991, 1994, and 2012,
and are included in Appendix B.
The 1896 and 1916 topographic maps show Marsh Creek Road, Morgan Territory Road, and a
few scattered structures and unimproved roads. Marsh Creek School was present along the south
side of Marsh Creek Road across from the fruit trees identified on Figure 6. Clayton and
Brentwood are shown west and east of the corridor, respectively, as small villages.
The 1940 through 1943 topographic maps show additional unimproved roads extending from
Marsh Creek Road. A mining symbol is depicted at the location of the Mt. Diablo Mine
(identified on Figure 3). Sunshine Camp is identified at the location of the current Marsh Creek
Detention Facility (identifed on Figure 4). The Marsh Creek School identified in previous maps
was renamed Liberty School.
The 1953 through 1954 topographic maps show additional structures along the corridor. Several
orchards are depicted along the eastern part of the corridor extending from the current Clayton
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Palms Residential Community to the east. The County jail farm is identified in its current
location. Just north of the County jail, an oil tank is identified at a location named Sunshine
Camp. The site reconnaisance did not observe an oil tank at this location. The Mt. Diablo Mine is
shown and named. The school identified in previous maps is no longer named and may have been
closed by 1953.
The 1968 topographic map shows additional structures along the project corridor. The eastern
part of Clayton Palms Residential Community is identified as a trailer court, consistent with the
current mobile home nature of the residential communty. The County jail farm, oil tank, and
Sunshine Camp are still identified. Mt. Diablo Mine is shown with additional structures around
the mine. The crude oil pipeline (see Figure 10) and the north-northwest to south-southeast power
line alignment (see Figure 2) are shown in their current alignments.
The 1973 and 1974 topographic maps show additional structures along the corridor. The
construction of the Clayton Palms Residential Community is complete. The County jail farm, oil
tank, power line alignment, Sunshine Camp, and crude oil pipeline are identified. Mt. Diablo
Mine is shown with an additional mine further upslope but still outside of the project corridor.
The 1980 and 1991 topographic maps show additional structures along the corridor, along with
the items listed above. However, the oil tank is no longer identified and is assumed to have been
removed by 1991. The area around Mt. Diablo Mine identifies a larger disturbed area, although
all south of the project corridor. Residential development in Clayton has extended to the western
edge of the project corridor.
The 1994 topographic map is similar to the previous map but shows the residential development
in Clayton has now extended to the south part of the wersternmost portion of the project corridor.
The 2012 topographic map is similar to the previous map but labels fewer items. Mt. Diablo Mine
is no longer identified.

Crude Oil Pipelines
Shell Oil and Phillips 66 have subsurface crude oil pipelines along Marsh Creek Road from
Clayton to almost Morgan Territory Road, as shown on Figure 10, and then crossing over Marsh
Creek Road near Sycamore Road, as shown on Figure 11 (NPMS, 2019). It is important to note
that the locations shown on the maps are approximate and construction near or over these active
pipelines would require approval of the pipeline owners. Contact information is provided below.
Shell Pipeline Company
Pipeline ID 92
Pratik Bhakta
P.O. Box 2648
Houston, TX 77252
832-762-2782
pratik.bhakta@shell.com
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2331 Citywest Blvd. HQ-08-S280-05
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Figure 10 Crude Oil Pipelines – Western Extent
[8-1/2 x 11 landscape]
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Figure 11 Crude Oil Pipelines – Crossover
[8-1/2 x 11 landscape]
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4.4 Physical Setting
The following sections provide information about the physical setting of the project corridor
obtained from published reports and maps, as referenced. Geotechnical information is not a
required element of ASTM E1527-13 Phase I assessments and is not included in this
Phase I assessment.
Topography. The Marsh Creek Corridor extends across the Clayton, Antioch South, and
Tassajara, California, 7.5 Minute Quadrangles. The project corridor is located along Marsh Creek
and the north flank of Mt. Diablo in the Coast Ranges. Elevations range from about 550 feet
above mean sea level at the far western end of the corridor, to about 950 feet above mean sea
level where the power line alignment crosses Marsh Creek Road, to about 200 feet above sea
level at the eastern end of the corridor. The overall topographic relief is hilly to mountainous in
the western two-thirds of the corridor, opening into flat to gently hilly terrain in the eastern onethird of the corridor.
Geology, Soils, and Hydrology. From west to east, the project corridor is on Quaternary1
alluvium deposits; Lower Cretaceous2 sandstone, shale, and conglomerate; and Upper Cretaceous
sandstone, shale, and conglomerate. The shallower units are underlain by Jurassic-Cretaceous3
Franciscan complex (sandstone with smaller amounts of shale, chert, limestone, and
conglomerate) and Upper Cretaceous Great Valley Sequence sandstone, shale, and conglomerate.
The northwest to southeast Clayton section of the active4 Greenville Fault Zone crosses the
project corridor about 300 feet east of where the power line alignment crosses Marsh Creek Road
(see Figure 2) (CGS, 2010). Soil in the area of the project corridor is generally thin and derived
from decomposition of the underlying rocks. The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Soil
Conservation Service identifies soils within the corridor as clays, clay loams, and gravelly loams
(NRCS, 2018). Surface water flow is generally downslope (east) in Marsh Creek. Groundwater
flow tends to mimic the surface topography. Groundwater flow in the alluvial materials, where
present, is anticipated to generally follow local topography east. Groundwater flow in
mountainous areas may be more controlled by flow within bedrock fractures.
Flood Zone and Wetland Designations. All of Marsh Creek and its immediate flood plain near
and downstream of the Sunshine Forest Fire Station identified on Figure 3 is designated as within
the 100-year flood zone (FEMA, 2019).

1
2
3
4

Quaternary time is from the present to 1.6 million years ago.
Cretaceous time is from 65 million to 144 million years ago.
Jurassic-Cretaceous time is from 65 to 208 million years ago.
According to the Alquist-Priolo Seismic Zonation Act, active faults have moved within the last 11,700 years
(CGS, 2018).
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Site Reconnaissance
5.1 Methodology and Limiting Conditions
Michael Burns, PG, CEG, CHG, from ESA conducted the site reconnaissance on August 12,
2019, to assess present conditions. Mr. Burns was accompanied during the site inspection by Ms.
Julie McNamara, ESA’s biologist for the project. Weather at the time of the site inspection was
sunny and warm. The site conditions discussed below are limited to readily apparent
environmental conditions observed. No occupied structures — such as private residences, the
County jail facility, the fire station, and active farms and ranches — were entered. Observations
were made from accessible areas along Marsh Creek Road and on publicly accessible areas of Mt.
Diablo State Park and Round Valley Regional Preserve.

5.2 General Site Setting
The project corridor extends along Marsh Creek Road and the adjacent Marsh Creek for about 12½
miles from the eastern edge of Clayton to the Round Valley Regional Preserve to the east. Access to
the corridor is from Marsh Creek Road and on foot. The surrounding area is lightly developed
with scattered rural residences, farms, ranches, and open space.

5.3 Site Observations
Figure 2 shows the entire project corridor with the key to closer scale aerial photographs, which
identify the locations of structures and other items of interest observed during the site reconnaissance.
The site reconnaissance discussion below is organized by the views shown in Figures 2 through 7,
which proceed from west to east. Photographs of typical conditions and items of interest
accompany the description of site conditions along the project corridor below. Overall, there were
no observations of discolored soil, water, or stressed vegetation due to chemical spills, above or
underground storage tanks, pits (other than above ground propane tanks typical in rural areas),
ponds, or lagoons. Several Contra Costa Water District water supply reservoirs are present
outside of the project corridor. Occasional debris and trash were observed in a few locations but
are considered a de minimus condition because the materials can be recycled or disposed of at any
Class III landfill as non-hazardous waste.
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Figure 2 ‒ Far West
Figure 2 shows the far western portion of the project corridor, extending from Clayton to just east
of the power line alignment that crosses Marsh Creek Road, along with items of interest. The
eastern residential portion of Clayton extends along the south side of Marsh Creek Road, as
shown in the photographs below. No industrial or commercial facilities are present in this
residential area.
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Shell Oil and Phillips 66 have subsurface crude oil pipelines along Marsh Creek Road from
Clayton to near Morgan Territory Road, as shown on Figure 10. The photographs below show the
Shell pipeline along the south side of Marsh Creek Road along the residential area shown on
Figure 2. The pipelines are well marked at numerous locations along the alignment.
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The photographs below show that Shell also has a crude oil pipeline along the north side of
Marsh Creek Road across from the residential area shown on Figure 2. As shown on Figure 10,
the Phillips 66 pipeline is further north of Marsh Creek Road.
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The photographs below show a small farm, along with scattered residences, just east of the
Clayton residential area, discussed above. No fuel tanks were observed, other than propane tanks.
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As discussed above in Results of Database Search, Howards Grading is listed as a transporter of
RCRA waste. Figure 2 and the photographs below show the location of Howards Grading, along
with several residences in the immediate area. The area appeared residential with surrounding
open space and pasture. No major industrial activities or facilities were observed.
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Rodie’s Feed & Pet Supply is a commercial retail facility at the location shown on Figure 2. The
area along the north side of Marsh Creek Road shows the open space areas typical of the area, as
shown in the photographs below.
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Several transformers were observed on power poles throughout the project corridor. The one
shown below is near Rodie’s Feed & Pet Supply. The blue sticker on the transformer indicates the
transformers along the project corridor do not contain polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).
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The area along the south side of Marsh Creek Road in the photographs below show mixed oak
woodlands and grasslands, also typical for the corridor area. Note that Marsh Creek is dry along
this western reach of the creek.
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At 8990 Marsh Creek Road, across the road from the southeast corner of Rodie’s Feed & Pet
Supply, a small property was observed at the location identified on Figure 2 as Landscaping
Materials. This property was observed to have two sheds, one pickup truck, and landscaping
equipment and supplies, assumed to include fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, fuels, and
lubricating oils. This private property was observed from the fence and was not entered. The area
appeared to have poor housekeeping as materials were on the bare ground and not secured in the
sheds or within secondary containment. No spills, stained soil, or stressed vegetation were
observed but it is unknown whether spills have occurred on this property. Although this property
does not rise to the level of a REC, it should be considered a business environmental risk if the
proposed trail crosses this property.
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As discussed above in Results of Database Search, Schwartz Trucking, located at 9321 Marsh
Creek Road and identified on Figure 2, is listed for USTs removed in 1986 and as a current
transporter of RCRA waste. The property was observed from the road. The operation appears to
be small and just outside of the project corridor. As shown below, one or more crude oil pipelines
are routed along the north side of Marsh Creek Road at this location, along with a subsurface
Contra Costa Water District pipeline (note traffic rated access box to the water line below).
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On the south side of Marsh Creek Road across from Schwartz Trucking is a minor trash site near
a No Dumping sign, as shown in the photographs below. The two five-gallon buckets are empty,
and the rest of the trash is non-hazardous trash that could be disposed of at any Class III nonhazardous waste landfill. This location was the only location with multiple trash items observed
anywhere along Marsh Creek Road. All other locations of trash were smaller or just one piece
of trash.
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The empty shed identified on Figure 2 is next to Marsh Creek and shown in the photographs
below. This shed is within Mt. Diablo State Park. No materials were observed within or around
the shed. On the slope on the south side of Marsh Creek Road near this shed was a pile of
wallboard that had been soiled or discarded over the side of the road.
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Figure 3 ‒ West
Figure 3 shows the western portion of the project corridor from the power line alignment to the
Sunshine Forest Fire Station, along with items of interest. The inactive Mt. Diablo Mine
discussed above in Results of Database Search is located south of Marsh Creek Road and west of
Morgan Territory Road, as shown in the photographs below. The mine is outside of the project
corridor. Proposed trail alignments are unlikely to encounter former mining structures or diggings.

Just east of Morgan Territory Road is a burn area along the north side of Marsh Creek Road as
shown below. A pile of fire hoses are present.
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Surface flow in Marsh Creek was observed just west of the Sunshine Forest Fire Station, as
shown below, and was continuous to the east. This suggests Marsh Creek is supported by
groundwater flow during the dry season from about this location to the downstream reaches to the
east. Numerous minnows were observed in the creek.
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Figure 4 ‒ Center West
Figure 4 shows the center western portion of the project corridor from the Marsh Creek Detention
Facility to past a former quarry, along with items of interest. The Marsh Creek Bridge showed an
increase flow volume in the creek. One five-gallon bucket of trash was under the bridge but is
considered a de minimus condition because the materials can be recycled or disposed of at any
Class III landfill as non-hazardous waste.
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As previously discussed in Results of Database Search, an inactive rock quarry is present along
the north side of Marsh Creek Road at the location shown on Figure 4. The springtime
photograph below shows the quarry is overgrown and has been inactive for some time. No
structures, stained soil, or stressed vegetation were observed.

Figure 5 ‒ Center East
Figure 5 shows the center eastern portion of the project corridor from west of the Marsh Creek
Pump Station to east of the Clayton Palms Residential Community, along with items of interest.
Figure 11 shows the aerial map view of where the Shell Oil and Phillips 66 crude oil pipelines
cross under Marsh Creek Road running northwest to southeast. As identified on Figure 11, Shell
Oil has a crude oil pump station located south of Marsh Creek Road and west of Sycamore
Springs Road, which is outside of the project corridor. Phillips 66 has a smaller facility on the
north side of Marsh Creek Road, which is within the corridor. It is unclear whether the Phillips
facility is a pump station or an access port. Given the orientation of the pipelines, any proposed
trail alignment will have to cross the pipelines, which will require the approval of Shell Oil and
Phillips 66. A springtime photograph of the Phillips 66 facility is shown below.
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Moving east, the project corridor becomes less mountainous and opens up into gently hilly to flat
terrain at and east of the Clayton Palms Residential Community. The residential community,
shown below, consists of mobile homes. No industrial or commercial facilities were observed.
Two large water storage tanks were observed adjacent to the community and are assumed to be
part of the CCWD water distribution system.
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The area east of the Clayton Palms Residential Community opens up into grasslands with some
oak trees, as shown in the photographs below.
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Figure 6 ‒ East
Figure 6 shows the eastern portion of the project corridor from west of the Clayton Palms
Residential Community to the former location of the Marsh Creek Hotel, along with items of
interest. The hotel was not observed and is assumed to no longer exist. The August 2017 aerial
photograph showed a pond north of the project corridor. However, none of the other aerial
photographs showed this pond and the site reconnaissance did not observe a pond at the indicated
location. SR Motorsports is an automotive facility located north and outside of the project
corridor. Other than the building, no company sign or any cars were observed at the auto facility.
In addition to open space, this portion of the corridor has orchards and horse ranching, as shown
in the photographs below.
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Figure 7 ‒ Far East
Figure 7 shows the far eastern portion of the project corridor from the olive tree orchard to the
eastern end of the project corridor near the intersection of Marsh Creek Road with Camino
Diablo. Most of the northern side of Marsh Creek Road is open grasslands. Most of the southern
side of Marsh Creek Road is horse ranches and the Round Valley Regional Preserve. This extent
of the corridor is shown in the photographs below.
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5.4 Results of Site Reconnaissance
The Marsh Creek Corridor is mostly occupied by rural residences, ranches and farms, oak
woodlands, open space, Mt. Diablo State Park, and Round Valley Regional Preserve. Small, denser
areas of residences are present at the far western end of the corridor south of Marsh Road and along
the north side of Marsh Road about 3½ miles from the eastern end of the corridor. Two subsurface
crude oil pipelines are present along Marsh Creek Road along the western half of the corridor,
where the pipelines then cross under Marsh Creek Road and continue to the south. A Contra Costa
subsurface water pipeline is present in various locations along the road. One set of high power
transmission lines and towers cuts north-northwest to south-southeast across the western portion of
the corridor. No industrial facilities are present.
There were no observations of discolored soil, water, or stressed vegetation due to chemical
spills, above or underground storage tanks, pits, ponds, or lagoons. Many of the properties have
above ground propane tanks, typical of rural areas. Minor debris and occasional trash were
observed but are considered a de minimus condition because the materials can be recycled or
disposed of at any Class III landfill as non-hazardous waste. No RECs, HRECs, or CRECs were
observed on the project corridor.
The 8990 Marsh Creek Road property identified on Figure 2 as Landscaping Materials did not
have any obvious spills, stained soil or stressed vegetation. However, the general housekeeping of
the property is poor, and the landscaping materials were on bare ground and not secured in the
sheds. The materials are assumed to include fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, fuels, and
lubricating oils. No spills, stained soil, or stressed vegetation were observed but it is unknown
whether spills have occurred on this property. Although this property does not rise to the level of
a REC, since no visual evidence of spills were observed, it should be considered a business
environmental risk if the proposed trail crosses this property.
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User Provided Information
Mr. Jamar Stamps of the Contra Costa County Conservation and Development Department is the
County’s project manager for the corridor project. Mr. Stamps was interviewed by telephone on
August 19, 2019. Contra Costa County began researching this project in 2017. This current phase
is referred to as the Marsh Creek Corridor Multi-Use Feasibility Study. The final alignment of the
trail will depend on the results of various surveys that make up the Feasibility Study, including
this Phase I environmental site assessment and the concurrent biological survey. At this time, it is
assumed the trail may have to cross Marsh Creek and/or Marsh Creek Road one or more times. It
is assumed the trail alignment would be within 150 feet of Marsh Creek Road. The trail may
include kiosks and a visitor center. The County has not yet reached out to individual property
owners; this would occur after an initial proposed alignment has been further developed within
the Feasibility Study. Consequently, the County does not have information on individual private
property uses.
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Findings and Opinions
7.1 Findings and Opinions
A commercial database service provided relevant federal, state, and local regulatory agency lists
for references to the corridor properties within the appropriate ASTM Standard search distance for
review. In addition, regulatory agency websites were checked to provide additional information
about the corridor properties. The Marsh Creek Corridor has several sites listed within or adjacent
to the project corridor. However, none of the sites are active hazardous materials spill sites and
therefore are not expected to affect the proposed project.
Site reconnaissance was conducted on August 12, 2019. The project corridor is mostly occupied
by rural residences, ranches and farms, oak woodlands, open space, Mt, Diablo State Park, and
Round Valley Regional Preserve. No industrial facilities are present. Two subsurface crude oil
pipelines are present along the north side of Marsh Creek Road for about the western half of the
corridor, where the pipelines then cross under Marsh Creek Road and continue to the south. A
Contra Costa Water District subsurface water pipeline is present in various locations along Marsh
Creek Road. If the trail alignment is proposed to cross the pipelines, the pipeline owners will need
to be notified and consulted to acquire their authorization.
There were no observations of discolored soil, water, or stressed vegetation due to chemical
spills, above or underground storage tanks, pits, ponds, or lagoons. Many of the properties have
above ground propane tanks, typical of rural areas; propane tanks are not considered to be RECs.
Minor debris and occasional trash were observed in various locations but are considered a de
minimus condition because the materials can be recycled or disposed of at any Class III nonhazardous waste landfill. No RECs, HRECs, or CRECs were observed on the project corridor.
The 8990 Marsh Creek Road property landscaping materials property identified on Figure 2 did
not have any obvious spills, stained soil or stressed vegetation. However, the general
housekeeping of the property was poor, the landscaping materials were on bare ground, and some
equipment and materials were not secured in the sheds or within secondary containment. The
materials are assumed to include fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, fuels, and oils. No spills,
stained soil, or stressed vegetation were observed but it is unknown whether spills have occurred
on this property and contaminated the soil. Although this property does not rise to the level of a
REC, since no visual evidence of spills was observed, it should be considered a business
environmental risk if the proposed trail crosses this property.
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The Contra Costa County Conservation and Development Department project manager was
interviewed, and the results incorporated into this Phase I assessment. No RECs, HRECs, or
CRECs were identified as a result of the interview.
This Phase I environmental site assessment was completed in general conformance with the
guidelines in ASTM E1527-13.

7.2 Data Gaps
ESA attempted to obtain reasonably ascertainable information regarding the project corridor and
the surrounding environs. There were no data gaps identified that could affect the identification of
RECs, HRECs, or CRECs with one potential exception.
Some portions of the corridor are on public property (e.g., Mt. Diablo State Park) and were
entered at various locations for direct inspection. Some portions of the corridor are on private
properties, which were not entered. The private properties were observed from the property lines,
which provided sufficient information to identify RECs, with one exception. As discussed above,
the property at 8990 Marsh Creek Road was observed to have landscaping equipment and
supplies, assumed to include fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, fuels, and lubricating oils. The
property appeared to have poor housekeeping as materials were on bare ground and not secured
in the sheds or within secondary containment. No spills, stained soil, or stressed vegetation were
observed from the fence line, but it is unknown whether spills have occurred on this property.
Although this property does not rise to the level of a REC (no spills or stressed vegetation was
observed) it should be considered a business environmental risk if the proposed trail crosses this
property. If the trail alignment is to cross this property, soil should be sampled and analyzed for
fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, fuels, and lubricating oils.
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SECTION 8.0

Report Authors and Qualifications
8.1 Report Authors and Signatures
This section includes qualification statements of the environmental professionals responsible for
conducting the Phase I assessment and preparing this report.
Mr. Michael Burns, PG, CEG, CHG, of ESA conducted the data review for the golf course,
conducted the site reconnaissance, and prepared the Phase I Environmental Site Assessment
report. Mr. Burns has over 30 years of experience in environmental site investigations,
characterizations, and assessments, including Phase I Environmental Site Assessments.
The work conducted and the report written by Mr. Burns was reviewed by Ms. Jennifer Wade.
Ms. Wade has over 14 years of experience in environmental site investigations, characterizations,
and assessments, including Phase I Environmental Site Assessments.
Mr. Burns declares that, to the best of his professional knowledge and belief, he meets the
definition of Environmental Professional as defined in 40 CFR §312.10. Ms. Wade declares that,
to the best of her professional knowledge and belief, she meets the definition of Environmental
Professional as defined in 40 CFR §312.10.
Mr. Burns has the specific qualifications based on education, training, and experience to assess
parcels of the nature, history, and setting of these parcels. With the assistance of Ms. Wade, he
has developed and performed all the appropriate inquiries in conformance with the standards and
practices set forth in 40 CFR Part 312.
Principal Analyst/Reviewer:
December XX, 2019
Michael G. Burns, PG #4532, CEG #1846, CHG #280

Senior Reviewer:
December XX, 2019
Jennifer Wade, Program Manager
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APPENDIX A

Regulatory Records Database Report
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APPENDIX B

Historical Topographic Maps
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